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A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning internationally acclaimed bestseller, is set in
mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely people whose lives come together during a
time of political turmoil soon after the government declares a “State of Internal Emergency.”
Through days of bleakness and hope, their circumstances – and their fates – become
inextricably linked in ways no one could have foreseen. Mistry’s prose is alive with enduring
images and a cast of unforgettable characters. Written with compassion, humour, and insight, A
Fine Balance is a vivid, richly textured, and powerful novel written by one of the most gifted
writers of our time.
Coles Phillips (1880–1927) was among the most in-demand illustrators in his field during the
1910s and 20s. A dynamic and highly skilled watercolor artist and draftsman, Phillips created
dozens of covers for mainstream American magazines, including Good Housekeeping, Life, and
The Saturday Evening Post. In 1908 he created a style in which the figure in the foreground
blended seamlessly into the background, rendering some amount of the clothing invisible save
for the edges. Dubbed "The Fadeaway," the eye-catching technique became a huge hit and was
employed to great effect by the artist for most of his career. This original compilation features
more than 80 color plates selected from two of Phillips' early collections, A Gallery of Girls and
A Young Man's Fancy, in addition to images from other sources. An Introduction by illustrator
and graphic designer Scott M. Fischer provides a modern appraisal and speaks to Phillips'
lasting influence. Students of illustration, graphic design, and advertising as well as fans of
1920s fashion will appreciate this collection of striking works by a Golden Age designerillustrator.
Finding Your Colors is a series of fine art adult coloring books created by Haitian born artist
Hertz Nazaire. This project was taken on with the goal of addressing a need in the Sickle Cell
Community to have a coloring book that is relatable to those in this community. The artist has
used his own experience living with the pain of Sickle Cell Anemia and Depression to create an
effective art therapy tool for stress and anxiety relief. Finding Your Colors is a solace for the
mind away from pain and depression. No matter what difficulties your are facing in life, Nazaire
believes Art can help you find your focus. If you are seeking some stress relief taking a quiet
moment to add color to the pages in this book can go a long way towards helping you endure
the hardships of your day. Be mindful of the changes in your mood as you find your colors.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK
CLUB PICK A PENGUIN BOOK CLUB PICK "Beautifully written and incredibly funny. . . I fell in
love with Eleanor; I think you will fall in love, too!" --Reese Witherspoon Smart, warm, uplifting,
the story of an out-of-the-ordinary heroine whose deadpan weirdness and unconscious wit
make for an irresistible journey as she realizes the only way to survive is to open her heart. No
one's ever told Eleanor that life should be better than fine. Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles
with appropriate social skills and tends to say exactly what she's thinking. Nothing is missing in
her carefully timetabled life of avoiding social interactions, where weekends are punctuated by
frozen pizza, vodka, and phone chats with Mummy. But everything changes when Eleanor
meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and
Raymond together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three
become the kinds of friends who rescue one another from the lives of isolation they have each
been living. And it is Raymond's big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair
her own profoundly damaged one.
The Big Book of Social Media
An Illustrated History and Portfolio of Stars
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Then and Now
Finding Your Colors
A Critical History
Book of Value
My Fine Fellow
"Foreword by Sam Feist, CNN Political Director"--Cover.
A modern woman in the court of King Richard III is torn between saving the man she loves and stopping a
historic wrong in this time-travel romance. English historian Jayne Lyons has pinned her career hopes on
proving that her ancestor, King Richard III, was not the nefarious villain of Shakespeare’s tragedy. In fact,
she believes he is innocent of the infamous murder of the Princes in the Tower. But while volunteering with
the search for his missing grave, Jayne gets a much closer look at Richard than she expected. Cast back into
the brutal 15th century, she suddenly finds herself in the middle of Richard’s army camp. Realizing that she
may not be able to return home, Jayne begins to adjust to her new life. And the more she gets to know the
true Richard, the more she is drawn to him. She even starts entertaining the hope of saving him. But the
Princes are missing, and all evidence points to Richard. When he asks her to spy for him against his enemy,
Henry Tudor, she must decide whether to help the man she loves, even though he may be one of history’s
greatest villains. THE 2018 RONE AWARD WINNER FOR BEST IN TIME TRAVEL
After World War I, the US was flooded with newspapers, magazines, radio stations and movies. Many feared
serious books would disappear altogether. The concern caused a boom in fine editions, valued for beauty,
craftsmanship or rarity, rather than content, and this is their story.
THE Translation of this venerable Piece of Antiquity is undertook upon a double Score; being designed as
well to entertain the Curiosity of the Learned, as to supply the Defects of the Ignorant. If the original
Language would have been more acceptable to the one, it would have been less intelligible to the other. I
cannot, without uttering a Falsity, venture to affirm that so singular and valuable a Piece will be made Public,
at least as yet: And in the mean Time I shall flatter myself, that this little Essay may contribute in some sort or
other to the diversion, if not Instruction, of People in every Condition of Life. If this is well received, the
other Parts will make their Appearance at proper Distances of Time. I publish no more at present, because I
would not be thought to impose too much upon any one's Patience; as for losing my own Labour, I am
under no bad Apprehensions about that; for the Reader cannot reject with a greater Disdain, than I have
translated with Pleasure, the Contents of this Book.
William Blake
Auguste Rodin
The Civil War, the Abolition of Slavery, and the Thirteenth Amendment
The Book of Bourbon and Other Fine American Whiskeys
231 Examples from Books, Magazines and Advertising Art
The Secret History of Pythagoras
Big Chief Harrison and the Mardi Gras Indians
Treasury of portraits, character studies, nudes, more, by great Viennese
Expressionist. Characteristic focus on inner psychological states, hidden
personality traits of subjects.
This retrospective brings together the finest work of the most important American
book illustrator of the 1920s and 30s, gathering black-and-white pieces from not
only important novels, but magazines and advertisements.
"This takes getting lost in a book to a whole new level. I loved it!" --James Riley,
New York Times-bestselling author of the Story Thieves series "A fast, fun,
furiously inventive, and frequently frightful read." --Geoff Rodkey, New York Timesbestselling author of the Tapper Twins series and We're Not from Here This
clever, fast-paced adventure is a mix of the Story Thieves series and Ready Player
One! Oliver Nelson has a terrible secret-he's a thief. But he only steals books from
the Garden Grove Library that are old, musty, brittle, or incomplete, like his
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favorite book, The Timekeeper's Children. No one reads anymore, and surely no
one will miss them, right? Wrong. The Pribbles are famous inventors of the most
popular toy in the world, alternate-reality goggles. They are also book collectors
who are searching for The Timekeeper's Children, so the Pribbles hatch a plan.
They invite Oliver, the last person to have checked it out, to their mansion and use
special software from their goggles to steal the last remaining copy of the
book--from inside Oliver's mind. Now, Oliver is thrust into the middle of the story
and must help the main characters steal pieces scattered around the fictional
world of Dulum to build a magical clock that can turn back time before the evil
sorcerer Sigil takes over. They'll encounter hideous giants, bloodsucking bats,
vicious eels, a Nasty Rodent Eater, a gang of wicked children, and a strange, dark
figure that follows them from chapter to chapter, all the while with the Pribbles in
pursuit. Can Oliver save Dulum before Sigil destroys everything? And will he finish
The Timekeeper's Children before the Pribbles steal it from his mind?
A comprehensive survey of the distinctly British version of Impressionism. 'Beauty
lies in the light, as much in the atmosphere which surrounds things as in their
actual form and fashion.' These words appear in Stanhope Forbes's 'Treatment of
Modern Life in Art', and they stand as the credo of an extraordinarily
accomplished generation of painters - including Forbes, Lavery, Sargent and
Sickert - the British Impressionists. This beautiful and comprehensive book
surveys the exciting developments, debates and personalities among French,
British and American painters of the period, and the ferment and challenge of
their ideas and achievements to which we are grateful heirs. Artists such as Steer,
Clausen, O'Conor and Laura Knight depicted an enormous number of urban and
rural scenes, refining their ideas into an Impressionist style that is distinctly
British.
The Thieving Collectors of Fine Children's Books
The Art Nouveau Style Book of Alphonse Mucha
The Artist Formerly Known as Adolf Hitler
Handbook
Museum of Fine Arts
Fine Editions and Cultural Distinction in America
Case Studies, Stories, Perspectives
Renowned Dayton, Ohio photographer Dan Cleary blends his passion for
photography with a fascination for the Wright Brothers' legacy. In his
book, Wright Brothers: Then and Now, Cleary seamlessly blends
historical images of the Wright Brothers with current images he has
taken at the same locations. The result is a compelling visual tribute
to the pioneers of flight. The Wright Brothers were accomplished
photographers and used photography in their process of discovery.
Cleary obtained digital photographs by and about the Wright Brothers
for this project. He then traveled to Ohio, North Carolina, Virginia,
Michigan, New York, and France to capture current-day photographs at
locations where the Wright Brothers made their early test experiments
and flight demonstrations. Using his artistry as a photographer and
his mastery of Photoshop, he superimposes the old and new images into
captivating new combinations where the past and present interweave. He
also includes a written narrative in each picture about the people
behind the history, helping to bring life to each photograph. The
image in the book "Bishop's First Flight" references the day in May
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1910 when Bishop Milton Wright, the Wright Brothers' father, flew for
the first time. He and Orville traveled to a height of about 350 feet
and flew for six minutes over Huffman Prairie in Dayton, Ohio. The
Bishop is said to have exclaimed, "Higher, Orville, Higher!" The
Huffman Prairie Flying Field National Historical Park is adjacent to
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. While at Huffman Prairie taking
photographs with this historical image in mind, a C-17 Globemaster III
transport took off from the Air Force Base and flew into Cleary's
camera's frame. Cleary states, "The C-17 and Orville and Bishop
Wright's plane lined up perfectly! It seemed to me that "Higher,
Orville, Higher" was an appropriate metaphor for where aviation was
soon to be." About the image titled "Kite Flying," Cleary recounts,
"While at the Wright Brothers National Memorial in Kill Devil Hills,
North Carolina, Park Rangers started to pass out kites to visitors. It
was the perfect opportunity to photograph, especially knowing the
Wright Brothers used kites in their testing. Later in PhotoShop, I
playfully inserted Orville and Wilbur with their kite into the scene."
This photograph of Cleary's is one of the more playful images in the
book. Wright Brothers: Then and Now is a must-have book for the Wright
Brother history buff. This book is available from Dan's website,
www.ClearyFineArtPhoto.com, and at many aviation and history museum
bookstores.
A portrait of the divergent lives of Thomas Jefferson's three
daughters reveals how his white daughters struggled with the realities
of lives they were ill-prepared to manage, while the daughter he
fathered with a slave did not achieve freedom until adulthood.
In 1907 and again in 1908 Adolf Hitler applied for entry at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. He was rejected on both occasions - a
professor citing "unfitness for painting." It seems that this decision
has been deemed by many historians as not a significant event. But
what if Adolf Hitler had been accepted to the prestigious Academy of
Fine Arts? Prior to this rejection, Adolf had sold some of his
paintings so it would not have been unthinkable for him to have been
accepted. Some have thought that perhaps he had been rejected by
Jewish professors and so began his hatred of the Jews. Again, we have
to think about what if Adolf Hitler had been accepted in the Academy
of Fine Arts? Would that have change his path and therefore changed
the course of history? Would someone else have simply taken his place?
"The Artist Formerly Known as Adolf Hitler," is a novel that looks at
what the world may have looked like had he chose a different course in
life. For many people, the name Adolf Hitler is the embodiment and
true definition of evil. The purpose of this book is not to venerate
Adolf Hitler. This story is meant to have the reader think in a
different way about Adolf Hitler. Was Adolf Hitler predestined to be
the architect of one of the most horrendous and evil events in modern
history, or was it simply a series of bad choices and decisions and
eventually choosing the wrong course in life? There is evidence that
in Adolf Hitler's youth, he had many interactions with Jewish people
and in some cases, quite beneficial ones. What were those events or
interactions that shaped his opinions to become drastically different
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in later life? What if we had to walk a mile in Adolf Hitler's shoes?
Many find such a thought preposterous. But what if we had his
formative years? What if we had his physiology? What if we had the
same path and obstacles to go down or around as he? Would we make the
same decisions? While we may judge people like Hitler, Stalin and Mao
as ruthless and evil dictators, had we been born to live their lives,
would we have made different choices while in their shoes? To this
point, are all human beings just subject to their predestined fate, or
do we all the unfettered opportunity to make the correct or incorrect
choices that lead us down a certain path? Another aspect of this novel
looks at how the 20th century would have transpired, had Adolf Hitler
chosen another path. Is it likely World War II would have occurred? If
it hadn't what would the world look like? The war was directly
responsible for the economic upturn for the United States and many
countries, lifting them from the malaise of the Great Depression. What
would have become of the Soviet Union? Would we have landed a man on
the moon? The war brought about economic, political and technological
changes to an extent that had never been experienced before in
history. What would this have meant for the Jewish race as well as all
people all around the world? The book also looks at what might have
happened to some notable people affected directly or indirectly by
Adolf Hitler had he lived his life differently. What might have
happened to the political careers of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl
Leibknect? What might have happened to Ann Frank? Who was Ernst
Thallman and MarIa de los Remedios Alicia Rodriga Varo y Uranga? What
is amazing to think in terms of, is that how could the decisions of
one man have made such a dramatic impact on the history and culture of
the world that we live in today. "The Artist Formerly Known as Adolf
Hitler" will make you rethink history and how our behavior can impact
not only the lives of our small communities, but the entire world.
In essays as revealing of their author as they are of their subject,
Rilke examines Rodin's life and work, and explains the often elusive
connection between the creative forces that drive great literature and
art.
The Curious History of the Book That Everyone Uses But No One Reads
The Caesar of Paris
There Is Something About Rough and Ready
What We Learned from Living by the Rules of 50 Self-Help Books
Three Sisters, White and Black, in a Young America
Vision and Design
Medallic Art of the First World War

The Dance of DeathMedallic Art of the First World WarBeauty and the
BookFine Editions and Cultural Distinction in AmericaYale University Press
Financial markets are noisy and full of half-baked opinions, innuendo, and
misinformation. With deep insights about investor psychology, Book of
Value shows how to apply tools of business analysis to sort through the
deceptions and self-deceptions in financial markets. Anurag Sharma joins
philosophy with practical know-how to launch an integrated approach to
building high-performance stock portfolios. Investors at all skill levels
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should learn to be mindful of their psychological biases so they may better
frame investment choices. Book of Value teaches novices that investing is
not a game of luck but a skill—and it teaches the emotional and analytical
tools necessary to play it well. Intermediate investors learn how to
effectively control emotions when investing and think strategically about
their investment program. Advanced investors see the formalization of
what they already know intuitively: that the philosopher's methods for
seeking truth can be profitably applied to make smart investments. A
groundbreaking guide full of lasting value, Book of Value should be on the
shelf of anyone who takes investing seriously.
An authoritative look at William Blake's life and enduring relevance as a
prophetic artist, poet, and printmaker William Blake (1757–1827) created
some of the most iconic images in the history of art. He was a
countercultural prophet whose personal struggles, technical innovations,
and revelatory vision have inspired generations of artists. This marvelously
illustrated book explores the biographical, artistic, and political contexts
that shaped Blake's work, and demonstrates why he was a singularly gifted
visual artist with renewed relevance for us today. The book explores
Blake's relationship with the art world of his time and provides new
perspectives on his craft as a printmaker, poet, watercolorist, and painter. It
makes sense of the profound historical forces with which he contended
during his lifetime, from revolutions in America and France to the
dehumanizing effects of industrialization. Readers gain incomparable
insights into Blake's desire for recognition and commercial success, his
role as social critic, his visionary experience of London, his hatred of
empire, and the bitter disappointments that drove him to retire from the
world in his final years. What emerges is a luminous portrait of a
complicated and uncompromising artist who was at once a heretic, mystic,
saint, and cynic. With an afterword by Alan Moore, this handsome volume
features many of the most sublime and exhilarating images Blake ever
produced. It brings together watercolors, paintings, and prints, and draws
from such illuminated masterpieces as Songs of Innocence and of
Experience, Europe a Prophecy, and apocalyptic works such as Milton and
Jerusalem. Published in association with Tate Exhibition Schedule Tate
Britain, London September 11, 2019–February 2, 2020
A New York Times Best Illustrated Book From highly acclaimed author
Jenkins and Caldecott Medal–winning illustrator Blackall comes a
fascinating picture book in which four families, in four different cities, over
four centuries, make the same delicious dessert: blackberry fool. This
richly detailed book ingeniously shows how food, technology, and even
families have changed throughout American history. In 1710, a girl and her
mother in Lyme, England, prepare a blackberry fool, picking wild
blackberries and beating cream from their cow with a bundle of twigs. The
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same dessert is prepared by an enslaved girl and her mother in 1810 in
Charleston, South Carolina; by a mother and daughter in 1910 in Boston;
and finally by a boy and his father in present-day San Diego. Kids and
parents alike will delight in discovering the differences in daily life over the
course of four centuries. Includes a recipe for blackberry fool and notes
from the author and illustrator about their research.
The Ancient Greeks
The Fine Arts in America
An Environmental History of Long Island Sound
The Dance of Death
A Fine Balance
The Fine Art of Investing Wisely
This Fine Piece of Water
From age four in 1937 to his death in 1998, Donald Harrison Sr. embraced the
tradition of New Orleans' Mardi Gras Indians. As Big Chief of the Guardian of the
Flames, he led with both wisdom and passion. This biography of this remarkable
man is based on more than seventy interviews with his family and others he
influenced.
A monumental cultural history of Napoleon Bonaparte’s fascination with antiquity
and how it shaped Paris’ artistic landscape. Napoleon is one of history’s most
fascinating figures. But his complex relationship with Rome—both with antiquity
and his contemporary conflicts with the Pope and Holy See—have undergone little
examination. In The Caesar of Paris, Susan Jaques reveals how Napoleon’s
dueling fascination and rivalry informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new
Rome”— Europe’s cultural capital—through architectural and artistic commissions
around the city. His initiatives and his aggressive pursuit of antiquities and
classical treasures from Italy gave Paris much of the classical beauty we know
and adore today. Napoleon had a tradition of appropriating from past military
greats to legitimize his regime—Alexander the Great during his invasion of Egypt,
Charlemagne during his coronation as emperor, even Frederick the Great when
he occupied Berlin. But it was ancient Rome and the Caesars that held the most
artistic and political influence and would remain his lodestars. Whether it was the
Arc de Triopmhe, the Venus de Medici in the Louvre, or the gorgeous works of
Antonio Canova, Susan Jaques brings Napoleon to life as never before.
Temples were important structures in any civilization and the ancient Egyptians
were of no exception. How the temples were created, when they were created
and who wanted them created hold important clues on the belief systems and
religion dominated during that time. In this book, we'll be visiting the famous
temples of Ancient Egypt. Grab a copy today!
Culinary delights abound, romance lingers in the air, and plans go terribly,
wonderfully astray in this gender-bent take on My Fair Lady from Jennieke
Cohen, author of Dangerous Alliance—perfect for fans of Bridgerton or A
Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue. It’s 1830s England, and
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Culinarians—doyens who consult with society’s elite to create gorgeous food and
confections—are the crème de la crème of high society. Helena Higgins, top of her
class at the Royal Academy, has a sharp demeanor and an even sharper
palate—and knows stardom awaits her if she can produce greatness in her final
year. Penelope Pickering is going to prove the value of non-European cuisine to
all of England. Her contemporaries may scorn her Filipina heritage and her
dishes, but with her flawless social graces and culinary talents, Penelope is set to
prove them wrong. Elijah Little has nothing to his name but a truly excellent
instinct for flavors. London merchants won’t allow a Jewish boy to own a shop,
so he hawks his pasties for a shilling a piece to passersby—but he knows with
training he can break into the highest echelon of society. When Penelope and
Helena meet Elijah, a golden opportunity arises: to pull off a project never seen
before, and turn Elijah from a street vendor to a gentleman chef. But Elijah’s
transformation will have a greater impact on this trio than they originally
realize—and mayhem, unseemly faux pas, and a little romance will all be a part of
the delicious recipe.
Fine Art Adult Coloring Book
The Book of Fine Linen
A History of Fine Arts in India and the West
A Story about Johann Gutenberg
How to Be Fine
The Fine Art of Ice Skating
The Illustrations of Rockwell Kent
Long Island Sound is not only the most heavily used estuary in North America, it is
also one of the most beautiful waterways, with picturesque seascapes and landfalls.
But centuries of pollution and other abuse have gradually been killing off its marine
life and have pushed the Sound to the brink of disaster. This fascinating book traces
the history of the Sound and its use as a resource from the time of contact between
the Native Americans and Dutch traders through the suburban sprawl of recent
decades--and tells how a group of scientists and citizens has been working to save the
Sound from ruin. Tom Andersen begins by describing the dramatic events of the
summer of 1987, when a condition called hypoxia (lack of dissolved oxygen in the
water brought about by a combination of pollution and other factors) killed large
numbers of fish and lobsters in the Sound. He discusses how scientists first
documented and explained the development of hypoxia and how research and cleanup
are now being carried out to restore the Sound. Interweaving current events, natural
history, and human history, Andersen presents a cautionary tale of exploitation
without concern for preservation.
Rare design portfolio by high priest of Art Nouveau. Jewelry, wallpaper, stained glass,
furniture; figure studies; plant and animal motifs, much more. All 72 stunning plates
from Documents Décoratifs in original color.
"Though comparatively short, it is no once-over-lightly chronicle full of insignificant
names and dates. It brilliantly achieves its principal aim: to provide readers with a
compact but broad and well rounded conception of the progress of the fine arts in
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America from ca. 1670 to the present day. . . . It is a fascinating book, full of new
vistas; it has all the earmarks of an instant classic."̶American Artist "[Taylor]
describes changing definitions of art as much as he describes art itself, and he shows
how the shifting forms of patronage affected the forms of art. He analyzes artists'
associations . . . and he shows how museums and schools have expanded the audience
for art. In short, he places artists and their work in cultural context. This treatment of
the social history of art is the most original and intriguing aspect of Taylor's
sketch."̶Journal of American History "This is a brilliantly subtle book. It builds with
one insight after another, and suddenly the reader finds that a whole new way of
looking at American art is being proposed. . . . After decades of thinking and looking
and teaching, Dr. Taylor has written it all down. This work will become a classic
interpretation almost overnight."̶Peter Marzio, director, Corcoran Gallery of Art
"Interest in American art is unlikely to abate. . . . Mr. Taylor's short book is an
invaluable guide through this activity and to its traditions."̶Neil Harris, Wall Street
Journal
The little village of Rough and Ready in Upper Mahantongo Township, Schuylkill
County, PA is set in the center of the Mahantongo Valley, famous for its Pennsylvania
Dutch culture -- especially the painted furniture. This book focuses on the social
history of the village, anchored by information from the 1850 census and Salem
Reformed Church cemetery records. This was the famous Isaac F Stiehly's church and
most of the families mentioned were in his congregation. The book contains hundreds
of photos, most over 100 years old, of life in the Valley. Table of Contents: The Origins
of Rough and Ready The 1850 Census in Upper Mahantongo Township, Schuylkill
County, Pennsylvania The Old Man Knorr and Stiely Connections The Monroe and
Harvey Stiely Mill Maurers of the Mahantongo Valley Manasses Maurer Family
Caroline Gonser, Indian Maiden of Creek Town, Rough and Ready, Upper Mahantongo
Township, Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania Steve Rebuck Visits the Mahantongo Valley
24th August, 2010 Daniel A. Maurer Homestead and Stine's Hotel at Rough & Ready,
PA The Maurer Blacksmiths of Hepler The Daniel Klinger Ramberger Family Ancestors
of the Rambergers Jacob Ramberger (1802-1854) md. Catherine Klinger (1802-1871)
A Visit to the Jacob and Clara Ramberger Farm, June 18, 2011 Jacob and Clara
Ramberger Farm Painting by Leroy Drumheller Ramberger Anecdotes Rough and
Ready Band - 1906 Zerfings School, 1907 Ramberger Photo Gallery Ramberger
Conclusion Henry Ramberger of Rough and Ready The Gold Mine in the Leck Bush
near Rough and Ready, PA The Herb Family of Rough and Ready Something About
Rough and Ready and the Emergency Militia Henry B. Clark - Farmer and Defender of
Freedom Indians in Rough and Ready along Beisel's Run Beisel Homestead near Rough
and Ready Erdman Family History Indian Incursions in the Mahantongo Valley On the
Baums, Herbs and Schlegels Frederick Stein Schwalm: Civil War Veteran, Justice of the
Peace, Molly Maguire Jury Member Something about the Heplers Something about the
Bensingers Something about the Wolfgangs George and Elizabeth Wolfgang The Story
of My Life by Bessie May Schadel Bowman Klingers in the 1850 Census Snyders in the
1850 Census Ray Davis Recalls Rough and Ready of the Past Simmy Court House
Records Simmy and Associated Colored Family Vital Records Salem Church Photo
Knorr Family Heritage John H. Knorr Land A Winter Market Day Interview with
Willard and Joyce Kahler of Old State Road, Rough and Ready, Pa. Klinger Farms,
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Rough and Ready, Pa. Picture Gallery PA German Fraktur, including a hand drawn,
Riderless Horse and a handwritten German Script Prayer Appendix 1: Researching
Economic Life in the Mahantango Valley: A 19th Century Pennsylvania German
Community Appendix 2: SALEM CHURCH CEMETERY UPPER MAHANTANGO TWP.,
SCHUYLKILL CO. L.R.53047. JULY 25, 1980 Appendix 3: 1850 Census UPPER
MAHANTANGO TWP., SCHUYLKILL CO. Heads of Households Appendix 4: 1850
Census UPPER MAHANTANGO TWP., SCHUYLKILL CO. Most Common Surnames
Schiele Drawings
The Famous Temples of a Remarkable Civilization - Ancient Egypt History Books for
4th Grade ¦ Children's Ancient History
The Medievalist
Beauty and the Book
44 Works
The Phone Book
The Remarkable Imagery of Coles Phillips
Although he is credited with changing history through his invention of printing, Johann
Gutenberg remains mysterious. In Fine Print, author Joann Johansen Burch pieces together
Gutenberg's amazing story. When Johann was a child in the early 1400s, books were rare and
sometimes very expensive. Each book had to be copied by hand, letter by letter. Gutenberg loved
to read, and he often grew impatient waiting for the time-consuming bookmaking process to be
completed. Young Gutenberg dreamed of finding a better way to make books. From his childhood
in strife-torn Mainz through the many years of setbacks and bankruptcies, Gutenberg persevered
in his belief that books could be made quickly and inexpensively. This is the story of the man who
invented movable type and the printing press and gave the world the gift of books.
A history of ancient Greece includes examinations of the Greek culture, political institutions,
military exploits, and civilization
A humorous and insightful look into what advice works, what doesn’t, and what it means to
transform yourself, by the co-hosts of the popular By the Book podcast. In each episode of their
podcast By the Book, Jolenta Greenberg and Kristen Meinzer take a deep dive into a different selfhelp book, following its specific instructions, rules, and advice to the letter. From diet and
productivity to decorating to social interactions, they try it all, record themselves along the way,
then share what they’ve learned with their devoted and growing audience of fans who tune in. In
How to Be Fine, Jolenta and Kristen synthesize the lessons and insights they’ve learned and share
their experiences with everyone. How to Be Fine is a thoughtful look at the books and practices
that have worked, real talk on those that didn’t, and a list of philosophies they want to see
explored in-depth. The topics they cover include: Getting off your device Engaging in positive selftalk Downsizing Admitting you’re a liar Meditation Going outside Getting in touch with your
emotions Seeing a therapist Before they began their podcast, Jolenta wanted to believe the
promises of self-help books, while Kristen was very much the skeptic. They embraced their
differences of opinion, hoping they’d be good for laughs and downloads. But in the years since
launching the By the Book, they’ve come to realize their show is about much more than humor. In
fact, reading and following each book’s advice has actually changed and improved their lives.
Thanks to the show, Kristen penned the Amish romance novel she’d always joked about writing,
traveled back to her past lives, and she broached some difficult conversations with her husband
about their marriage. Jolenta finally memorized her husband’s phone number, began tracking
her finances, and fell in love with cutting clutter. Part memoir, part prescriptive handbook, this
honest, funny, and heartfelt guide is like a warm soul-baring conversation with your closest and
smartest friends.
Traces the history of ice skating, looks at the sports of figure skating and hockey, and shows top
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modern skaters
Fine Print
Wright Brothers
Jefferson's Daughters
Fadeaway
Illustrated
A History of the Village at the Heart of the Mahantongo Valley
Read Ammon Shea's blogs and other content on the Penguin Community. A surprising, lively,
and rich history of that ubiquitous doorstop that most of us take for granted. Ammon Shea is
not your typical thirtysomething book enthusiast. After reading the Oxford English Dictionary
from cover to cover (and living to write about it in Reading the OED), what classic, familiar, but
little-read book would he turn to next? Yes, the phone book. With his signature combination of
humor, curiosity, and passion for combing the dustbins of history, Shea offers readers a guided
tour into the surprising, strange, and often hilarious history of the humble phone book. From
the first printed version in 1878 (it had fifty listings and no numbers) to the phone book's role in
presidential elections, Supreme Court rulings, Senate filibusters, abstract art, subversive
poetry, circus sideshows, criminal investigations, mental-health diagnoses, and much more,
this surprising volume reveals a rich and colorful story that has never been told-until now.
This famous work by a pioneer in the movement to free art from the bonds of tradition explores
the role of the line, point, and other key elements of non-objective painting. 127 illustrations.
Proclaimed a masterwork when it was originally published in 1995, The Book of Bourbon and
Other Fine American Whiskeys by Gary Regan and Mardee Haidin Regan runs the gamut of
American whiskey. This widely acclaimed work contains details on every aspect of American
whiskey up to the mid-1990s. This landmark book contains a concise look at how whiskey in
America evolved from the time of the Pilgrims, right through to the end of the twentieth century.
Every distillery that was around at that time is comprehensively covered. The vast majority of
American whiskeys on the market are described. There are cocktail recipes, recipes for
appetizers, entrees, and desserts, all containing whiskey. There's even a chapter that offers
guidance to aficionados visiting Kentucky and Tennessee.
A visual tribute to the elegant world of heirloom household fabrics, from the white linen cloth of
ancient Egypt to the rainbow-hued coverlets of today. This lively text introduces heirloom
household fabrics, their use, manufacture, embellishments, and care, as well as the infinite
variety of fibers and materials used. The author explains how they serve as both unusually
revealing testaments of the history of daily life and quintessential examples of the weaver’s
craft, often so magnificently decorated that they rival works of art. The text is supplemented by
a rich array of paintings, archival photographs, vintage advertisements, and original
commissioned photography from collections, private homes, and workshops of the leading
contemporary manufacturers. A comprehensive glossary of technical terms, bibliography, and
index complete the book.
British Impressionism
A Fine Dessert: Four Centuries, Four Families, One Delicious Treat
Final Freedom
Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession that Shaped an Empire
Point and Line to Plane
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine

This book examines emancipation after the Emancipation
Proclamation of 1863. Focusing on the making and meaning of
the Thirteenth Amendment, Final Freedom looks at the
struggle among legal thinkers, politicians, and ordinary
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Americans in the North and the border states to find a way
to abolish slavery that would overcome the inadequacies of
the Emancipation Proclamation. The book tells the dramatic
story of the creation of a constitutional amendment and
reveals an unprecedented transformation in American race
relations, politics, and constitutional thought. Using a
wide array of archival and published sources, Professor
Vorenberg argues that the crucial consideration of
emancipation occurred after, not before, the Emancipation
Proclamation; that the debate over final freedom was shaped
by a level of volatility in party politics underestimated by
prior historians; and that the abolition of slavery by
constitutional amendment represented a novel method of
reform that transformed attitudes toward the Constitution.
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